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Series 700 RN Syringes
Perfect for dispensing small volumes of  

solutions such as standards or spikes

This classic microlitre syringe series is known for its high-quality build & accuracy.  

They incorporate a hand-fitted stainless steel plunger with a finely bored syringe 
barrel and ideal for homogeneous samples that are not prone to precipitation or 
bonding with glass.

Under the proper conditions, plunger wear is minimal and the life of a Microliter 
syringe is almost unlimited. However, when using heterogeneous solutions with 
a Microliter syringe, the user must be especially diligent about cleaning the 
syringe after each use. 

For more information, see Hamilton Syringe Care and Use Guide on properly 
maintaining our syringes. 

see pricing list page 2 

Available in a range of termination 
styles with working volumes as little as 

0.5uL & up to 500uL

From $89

Prices and discounts may be subject to change and only available while stocks last. Not valid with any other special 
offer or discounts and cannot be applied in retrospect. All prices in local currency excluding GST and local delivery 
charges. Products advertised may be for research use only (RUO) or in vitro diagnostic use (IVD). Please refer to 
manufacturer’s product insert for further information. For product use outside of that specified on the manufacturer’s 
labelling and/or instructions for use, Bio-Strategy does not take responsibility.
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https://www.bio-strategy.com/site/bio-strategy-nz/files/Supplier_Subs/SupplierSubs_0420/HAMC/2024/HAMC_NZ_Syringe_Care-and-Use-Guide.pdf


Code Size Price Special

HAMC87930 75RN 5.0ul SYR (26s/2"/2) $164 $123

HAMC87931 75RN (32/2"/90 DEG) $168 $126

HAMC7634-01 75RN No Needle $144 $108

HAMC80330 701RN 10ul (26s/2"/2) $128 $96

HAMC80336 701RN 10ul 6/PK (26s/2"/2) $696 $522

HAMC80314 701RN,(32/2"/90 DEG) $132 $99

HAMC7635-01 701RN No Needle $119 $89

HAMC80430 702RN 25ul (22s/2"/2) $164 $123

HAMC7636-01 702RN No Needle $152 $114

HAMC80530 705RN 50ul (22s/2"/2) $190 $143

HAMC7637-01 705RN No Needle $180 $135

HAMC80630 710RN 100ul (22s/2"/2) $212 $159

HAMC7638-01 710RN No Needle $205 $154

HAMC80730 725RN 250ul SYR (22s/2"/2) $242 $182

HAMC7639-01 725RN No Needle $238 $179

HAMC80830 750RN 500ul SYR (22/2"/2) $258 $194

HAMC7640-01 750RN No Needle $264 $198
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